
 
 

Telescent Adds MTDC Operations Expert Dominic Tobin to Advisory Board 
 
January 6, 2021, Irvine, California: Telescent, a leading manufacturer of automated fiber cross connects 
for data centers, announces the latest addition to its Advisory Board.  Dominic Tobin, former Senior VP of 
Operation at Coresite will join other data center experts on Telescent’s Advisory Board.  As SVP at 
Coresite, Dominic was responsible for all Data Center facilities, physical security and interconnection 
activities, transformed CoreSite’s interconnection infrastructure and initiated the Operational Excellence 
Program enabling Eight-9’s availability. 
 
“We are pleased with the expertise that Dominic will add to the Advisory Board,” said Anthony Kewitsch, 
co-founder and CEO of Telescent.  “Dominic’s knowledge in data center operations complements the 
product and technical expertise of our other Advisory Board members as they help develop and refine 
Telescent’s product strategy.”   
 
By bringing automation to the fiber layer, the Telescent system offers a compelling value proposition and 
a rapid return on investment.  Automation allows data center operators to offer superior service while 
avoiding costly manual errors.  Manual processes that take hours of labor are performed in minutes.  
Reliability is also improved by automation since operator error is a common cause for downtime.  The 
Telescent system adds flexibility and software control to the fiber network in place of the static fiber layer 
and allows data center operators to respond to varying customer demands.   
 
 
 
About Telescent 
Telescent Inc. is dedicated to developing and deploying optical layer automation systems that ensure 
maximum signal integrity for next generation data center automation.  By virtualizing physical optical 
interconnections, the last remaining layer of the network operated manually, Software-defined Networking 
(SDN) can deliver on its promise of true Layer-7 to Layer-0 automation spanning the entire OSI stack!  For 
more information about Telescent, including product updates, visit the company’s website at 
www.telescent.com.  
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